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These are chakras balancing by solfeggio tones application. Vibration is everything. And each vibration has its own frequency. By exposing the mind and body to solfeggio frequencies, you can easily achieve a greater sense of balance and deep healing. Solfeggio frequencies align you with the rhythms and tones that
form the basis of universe.This chakra opening and balancing program should help you improve your body and mind energy flow and improve your feeling and thinking process (*) improved Prana energy flow through the chakra. It also has two binaural beat modes as the background to solar waves: Alpha waves 10 [Hz]
- for deeper meditation, relaxation or sleep. Beta waves 20 [Hz] - to think activation and concentration. Seven chakras balance solfeggio tones included in the program:Muladhara meditation - 396 Hz, red color, root chakra. Svadhisthana meditation - 417 Hz , orange color, sacral chakra. Manipura meditation - 528 Hz,
yellow color, solar plexus chakra. Anahata meditation - 639 Hz , green color, heart chakra. Vishuddha meditation - 741 Hz , blue color , throat chakra. Ajna meditation - 852 Hz , purple color, third eye chakra. Sahasrara meditation - 963 Hz , violet color, crown chakra. Alpha and Beta waves, Binaural beats for deeper and
more effective meditation. (*) Indian philosophy describes prana flows in channels called Nadis. Shiva Samhita says there are a total of 350,000 nadis in the human body, while other texts say there are 72,000 nadis, each branching to another 72,000. These nadis play an important role in the application and



understanding of certain yoga practices. Shiva Samhita explains that the three main nadis are Ida, Pingala and Sushumna, each of which facilitates the flow of praсā vāyu throughout the body. Ida nadi relates to the right side of the brain, and the left side of the body, ends on the left nostril. Pingala nadi relates to the left
side of the brain and right side of the body, ending at the right nostril. Sushumna nadi connects the base chakra at the base of the spine to the crown chakra at the top of the head. [quote required] The practice of pranayama can be used to balance the flow of prana in the body. When praŵāyu enters a period of uplifted,
intensified activity, the yogic tradition refers to it as pranotthana, a precursor to kundalini state. Read MorePage 2 Chakras Opening Pro 7.0 Description This app is a Pro version of chakras. The opening contains 7 meditative chakras to open and balance the chakras. Each chakra has its own frequency, color and bija
mantra: Muladhara - Lam Bija manta. Svadhisthana - Du Bija Mantra. Manipura - Ram Bija Mantra. Anahata - Yam Bija Mantra. Vishuddha - Hum Bija Mantra. Ajna - Aum Bija Mantra. Sahasrara - About Bija Mantra. colors of healing effects (chromotherapy) for each chakra: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet and
purple. Chakras Opening Pro 7.0 Update Looping Mantras. Read Solfeggio Frequencies &amp; Binaural Beats Meditation 49.0 Description Solfeggio Frequencies &amp; Binaural Beats Meditation (Package Name: com.app.solfeggiomedi) is developed by Self Healing and the latest version of Solfeggio Frequencies
&amp; Buralina Beats Meditation 49.0 was updated on August 31, 2020. Solfeggio Frequencies &amp;amp; Binaural Beats Meditation is in the Category Health &amp; Fitness. You can check all apps from the developer of Solfeggio Frequencies &amp; Binaural Beats Meditation and find 75 alternative apps to Solfeggio
Frequencies &amp;amp; Binaural Beats Meditation on Android. Currently, this program is free. This app can be downloaded on Android 5.0+ on APKFab or Google Play. All APK/XAPK files on APKFab.com are original and 100% safe with fast download. This is chakras balancing and mindfulness meditation musical app
to meditate, relax and sleep with solfeggio tones, Binaural Beats and Yoga music. Vibration is everything. And each vibration has its own frequency. By exposing the mind and body to Solfeggio frequencies and Binaural beats, you can easily achieve a greater sense of balance and deep healing. The Solfeggio
frequencies align you with the rhythms and tones that form the basis of the Universe.App contains: (*) chakra opening and balancing program that is supposed to help you improve your body and mind energy flow and improve your feel and thinking process improved Prana's energy flow through the chakra, by Kundalini
Yoga technique. It also contains Binaural Beats meditation pack:(*) Delta waves - Binaural brain waves for deep sleep, pain relief anti aging and healing. (*) Theta waves - Binaural Beats for REM sleep, deep relaxation, meditation and creativity. (*) Alpha waves - Brainwaves for relaxed focus, stress reduction, positive
thinking and fast learning. (*) Beta waves - Binaural Beats for focused attention, cognitive thinking, problem solving and active state. (*) Gamma waves - Brainwaves for high-level congnition, memory recall, top consciousness. Seven chakras balance solfeggio tones included in the program:(*) Muladhara meditation - 396
Hz, red color, root chakra. (*) Svadhisthana meditation - 417 Hz , orange color, sacral chakra. (*) Manipura meditation - 528 Hz, yellow color, solar plexus chakra. (*) Anahata meditation - 639 Hz , green color, heart chakra. (*) Vishuddha meditation - 741 Hz , blue color , throat chakra. (*) Ajna meditation - 852 Hz , purple
color, third eye chakra. (*) Sahasrara meditation - 963 Hz , violet color, crown chakra. Alpha and Beta waves, Binaural beats for deeper and more effective meditation. This program uses the combination of mindfulness meditation music for Yoga practice with sunfeggio frequencies and binaural beats. You choose
frequencies and relaxation music according to your goals and needs, for example, you can choose meditation music to fall asleep and alpha waves binaural beats to slow down brain activation and prepare your mind for sleep and rest, or you can increase activity and and by listening to beta waves frequency and music
for mental concentration. The combination of Solfeggio meditative tones with meditation music and brain waves is powerful tool for dealing with many psycho emotional situations. Solfeggio Frequencies &amp; Binaural Beats Meditation 49.0 Update Fast bug. Read more
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